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INDIE FILM NIGHTS 

FAQ 
Q1:  What is the latest date for submission? 

A1: Submissions must arrive 6 weeks before the date of the posted Indie Film Nights.  There is a 

limited number of videos that can be shown on a night and 2b Acting will determine which 

videos will be shown. 

Q2: Where will the submission be shown? 

A2: The Indie Film Nights will be at the The basement venue in the city of Leeds, Location: The 

basement, Sandway Business Center, Shannon Street, Leeds LS9 8SS .  Dates and times will 

be posted at least three weeks before the viewing and submitters will be notified via email. 

Q3: How is the work submitted? 

A3: For best projection viewing, submission should be made by sending a video file via 

wetransfer or dropbox to admin@2bacting.com with an 1080p mp4 file format.  Submissions 

should include a poster image, a short bio about the filmmaker and a synopsis of the film.  

This material may be used for promotion in online and offline advertising.  A suitable 

copyright free image or poster (jpg or png) should also be submitted, if available, for online 

use.    Submission is free. 

 All genres will be accepted, and no comment will be made on the production’s technical 

quality or its content, as these will be judged by the audience. 2b Acting has the right to 

reject any material deemed inappropriate or for any reason without further explanation at 

any time. 

Q4: How do I know if I have been selected? 

A4: All submissions will be notified about their selection or not, within 7 days of submission 

being received.  If selected they will then be told in a further email the date and time of the 

Indie Film Night when their project will be shown for which they will be invited to attend.   

Q5: Can I invite people to the viewing? 

A5: An event will be created for the Indie Film Nights on 2b Acting’s Film Night website. 

(https://2bacting.com/filmnight) - Submitters whose work will be shown will be encouraged 

to share the link to this page with their network.   

Q6: What is my involvement in the viewing? 

A6: Submitters will have an opportunity to speak before or after the showing to explain their 

video, ask questions and get feedback.  This is to be agreed 4 weeks ahead of the showing. 

For further questions and answers contact admin@2bacting.com subject: SUBMISSION. 
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